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About This Video

A criminal known only as The Laughing Man is sweeping through top medical nanotechnology firms and committing acts of
cyber-terrorism, kidnapping, extortion, and corporate espionage, leaving no known suspects.
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Title: Ghost In The Shell: The Laughing Man
Production:
Manga Entertainment
Distributor:
Lionsgate
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2007
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1920x1040(6.2GB)
Aspect Ratio: 1.85:1
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Contains: NR
Running Time: 160 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,Japanese
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First time buying a video product and really was unaware of how careful I should have been, and where I had to look to infer the
product type. Yes the info is there but it was not super obvious this was NOT the series, just an edited movie.

Due to inability to refund such a product I feel I must make a negative review to help others not make the same mistake I did.

Lesson learned, never again.

Oh and now I have to watch it for 2 more mins to make a review... brilliant, not enough I already paid for it with the stipulation
of no refund... As everyone else has said, this is not the full version of Stand Alone Complex. It cuts out many of the episodes
that while some may consider filler, greatly flesh out the supporting cast. without those story arcs, the cast feels bland.

I would however recomend this to someone who wants to get into Ghost In the Shell, but doesn't feel like they are ready for the
mind F**ks that the original 2 films are.. Current issues:
Making of video does not play. (This video has not been processed for streaming.)
Tachikomatic Days Animated Short does not have Japanese audio.

If you try and get support on the product, you'll reach a page with the following:

Unfortunately, Steam Support cannot provide the best assistance with games made by other companies.

Please click the link below for information about how to contact the support team for this game.

Which in turn leads to no information about the right process for contacting the correct support line.. I have to say, I am terribly
disappointed in this purchase. For starters, the volume is extremely quiet. Not sure what is going on with that, considering that I
had both my system volume and the player volume maxed and I could still barely hear it. Secondly, the voice actors are a bland
disappointment. However, my biggest and most important complaint is how severely chopped down this version is. I got 19
minutes in, and I was already at the end of what was supposed to be episode 4. Bearing in mind that these episodes (minus intro
and outro) are supposed to be roughly 20 minutes each. If you are interested in this product, don't buy it. You won't be getting
the full product. More like roughly a 3rd of the product in fact.. The product page does not list that this is a cut down version of
the original first season of Ghost in the Shell Anime. Oh and when I say cut down then I mean by several hours (this product is
about 2hours 40 minutes, the original first season runs about 8, even if you include intro and outro into this then that still makes
a huge amount of content cut).

All the original voice actors (english) have been replaced by inferior ones. For a product that garnered such a huge fanbase over
the years this was simply a mistake.

I can not recommend this product.. I'm really disappointed by what I got. I wanted season one of SAC, what I got is a movie
composed of elements from SAC. It appears to be a bastardization of the Complex episodes (SAC is 26 episodes, of which 14
are Stand Alone and deal with elements outside of the launghing man case and 12 Complex episodes). At 160 minutes for 12
episodes, that's a bit over 13 minutes per episode. This has been cut down to the point where I'm really disappointed. :(
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works and looks awesome!i got the bundel deal and saved more plus got a ton more movies good deal thanks!. I think there are
two issues you should consider before buying. Those issues make me not recommending the product:
- This is not the full season 1 of SAC. It's just a mashup\/cut of some relevant parts. This is hard to spot since the only clue I
could spot is the runtime.
- The voice actors are really bad compared to the original season. The main problem is that the voices are far less distinctive
which makes it quite unpleasant to watch.

If you watched and liked the original SAC seasons this one is most probably not for you.
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